Ride Impact 21

By the Numbers

- 821 participants
- $1.3M total raised
- 200 volunteers
- 24% from outside Tri-county area

Forward Progress
Change from 2019 to 2021

- +33% participants
- +50% route options
- +280% sponsorships
Total Funds Raised

$1,356,017

$551,017

$671 average raised
38% % over goal
12 High Tide Club members

FUNDRAISING

$805,000

$720K cash
$85K in-kind
$10K average sponsorship

SPONSORSHIPS

Impacting Cancer Research

One of LOWVELO’s first research grants was issued in 2021 — $50,000 for a Hollings project to create purified versions of CAR-T-cells, which are used to treat certain leukemia and lymphoma patients. The goal of the project is to reduce the side effects associated with CAR-T-cell therapy and potentially make it more effective. By building up its own program, Hollings will make this cutting-edge treatment much more accessible to patients in South Carolina.

CAR-T-cells are programmed to attack and kill cancer cells.
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